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PROFESSOR JAMES POLLOCK CO-WINNER OF
PRESTIGIOUS MANCHESTER POETRY PRIZE
James Pollock, Ph.D.,
Professor of English at Loras
College, won the Manchester
Poetry Prize as part of
the Manchester Writing
Competition 2020, the United
Kingdom’s biggest prize for
unpublished literary work.
His poems ‘Lighter’, ‘Scale’,
‘Screw’, ‘Sewing Needle’ and
‘Microphone’ were described
by judges as “an exquisite
piece of machinery, mirroring
its subject, every cog and
wheel finely oiled and finely
dovetailed.”
Poet and contest judge Malika Booker said, “These poems could only have
been written by an accomplished poet with a wonderful ear. These poems
were delicious on the tongue and we had pleasurable moments reciting
the words aloud in order to savor and celebrate these compact poems,
that are, in a way, metaphors for poetry itself.”
Dr. Pollock said: “I am moved and honored that my poems have been
awarded the 2020 Manchester Poetry Prize, and I tip my hat to the
talented poets on the shortlist, for whom many future honors are in store.
Dr. Pollock’s first collection, Sailing to Babylon (Able Muse Press, 2012),
was a finalist for the Griffin Poetry Prize and the Governor General’s
Literary Award in Poetry, and winner of an Outstanding Achievement
Award in Poetry from the Wisconsin Library Association.
Dr. Pollock’s second book of poems, Durable Goods, is forthcoming from
Véhicule Press in Montreal in 2022. According to Dr. Pollock, twenty-five
of the poems from the manuscript have been published or accepted for
publication in literary journals in the U.S., the U.K., and Canada, including
Plume, Event, Geist, Magma, The Walrus, The Antigonish Review, The
Humber Literary Review, Contemporary Verse 2, and Painted Bride Quarterly.
One of these poems also won Magma Poetry’s Editors’ Prize in 2020.

FERAL BOY MEETS GIRL: PROFESSOR JABLONSKY
SHORT FICTION COLLECTION PUBLISHED
By Avery Wickersham (The Lorian)
In November 2020, Loras College’s Professor
William Jablonsky released his short story
collection, Feral Boy Meets Girl. A public book
reading was held at Loras on November 18,
both in person and on Zoom.
In preparation for his book reading, Jablonsky
provided some preliminary information about
his collection, including his inspiration for
the book, some highlights and lowlights, and
his plans for future works. Jablonsky is an Associate Professor of English
at Loras College and the Faculty Advisor for Catfish Creek, Loras’ national
undergraduate literary journal. Feral Girl Meets Boy is a story collection
that contains characters Jablonsky refers to as “freaks and weirdos.” He
comments: “Freaks and weirdos seem to be my favorite type of people
and most of the stories are centered on that.”
The inspiration for the collection changed quite a bit during the early
stages, but Jablonsky said that the final product “ended up being
about alienation and outsiders as it took shape, and what to do in such
situations.”
When asked about the highlights of the collection, Jablonsky said:
“Well, I can tell you that actually writing the stories, initially, was a lot of
fun. There’s a couple in there that I just had a blast writing and perfecting.
There’s one—it’s called ‘Minutes of the Pine Valley Residence Board’—which
is the oldest one in this collection. That was great fun because it allowed
me to exorcise two demons at once. The last one in the collection was
also super fun to write because I started it off as a choose-your-ownadventure story. Well, it didn’t quite work. Also, as it turned out and as
Netflix found out, that’s copyrighted. So I converted it to an instruction
manual in terms of how to have a relationship with a man who is
emotionally and psychologically broken and also haunted by a pooka.”
Jablonsky reiterated how fun and enjoyable the writing process was for
multiple stories, and he hopes that his readers can pick up on that and
have their own fun with the stories. However, even with the delightful
writing process, there were definitely some lowlights, which Jablonsky
explains:

“The lowlights were actually trying
to find places to send it to. The
publishing landscape, especially for
short story collections, has really
changed. You used to be able to
count on a lot of university presses
that publish short fiction being out
there and independent presses. A
lot of those are gone. A lot more of
them basically run one contest a year
where the head editor is the judge.
Which is, you know, a little fishy. A lot
of the bigger, independent publishers
don’t really read outside submissions
anymore, or if they do, it’s one month
out of the year. So, that part was really frustrating. It took a very long
time to find someone to send it to.”
Jablonsky would like readers to know that his sense of humor is “strange
and dark.” He comments that:
“I like to take familiar things and make them not familiar anymore.
If you’re looking for, you know, happy endings where the characters
are gonna kiss in the rain at the end while Taylor Swift plays in the
background, then this is probably not the book for you.”
While Feral Boy Meets Girl is an incredible accomplishment, Jablonsky is
already moving ahead and working on new writing. “Actually, two things
are on the back burner. I need to get back to it and revise a screenplay.
I’ve written a feature-film script. Just for fun, really, but the reviewers on
The Blacklist actually liked certain things that they saw and suggested
some revisions because there’s an audience for that sort of thing. The
big project is a novel that is currently called ‘The Air Swimmers’, which
is about two teenagers with a science fictional disability, which is to say
they have a disability that renders them intangible.”

CULTIVATING VOCATION IN LITERARY STUDIES
SET FOR PUBLICATION - AN INTERVIEW WITH
DR. ERIN VANLANINGHAM
Interview by Danielle Neyens (Academic Secretary)
Dr. VanLaningham, can you tell me a little about yourself? This is
my 10th year at Loras. I teach the British novel, Irish literature, and the
spiritual memoir, and prior to this year, directed the Honors Program.
Tell me about your sabbatical – things you did during that time,
achievements, lessons learned. My sabbatical project was for a book
entitled Cultivating Vocation in Literary Studies, which was co-edited with
Dr. Stephanie Johnson at the College of St. Scholastica. I wrote a chapter
entitled “Novels, Vocation and the Call of the Unfinished Story”; I also
edited 11 other chapters and co-wrote the introduction and conclusion.
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We secured a publishing
contract from Edinburgh
University Press (EUP) in
Scotland.
The book argues that
through the discipline of
literary studies—literature,
writing, criticism—we can
help students to cultivate
a sense of meaning
and purpose. The book
is organized around
three sections—form,
voices, praxis. All of
the chapters take our
particular approaches
of close reading, critical
thinking and analysis, and
engagement with issues related to community and the world and brings
these to the work of vocational discernment.

“Sabbatical leave is a significant part of the work we
do as teachers and scholars. For my project, it was vital
to have the time to study theory, literature, and the
scholarship of vocation over the course of many weeks
to complete the book.” Dr. Erin VanLaningham, Ph.D.
As educators, and particularly those in higher education, we have the
opportunity and ability to introduce students to significant questions
about their vocational pathways, and also provide them with significant
ways to understand these through the work in literary studies.
I learned again that the writing process is a process, complete with many
rounds of revision. It was wonderful to be able to have time to read
about the theory of the novel, delve deep into George Eliot’s masterpiece
(Middlemarch), and read the other contributors’ chapters.
What was the most challenging or interesting part of your
sabbatical? Balancing the writing and editing was a challenge—while all
of the work involves creative and critical thinking, shifting from the global
to the detailed, the literary to the grammatical, the theoretical to the
applied—that was a challenge but also really interesting.
Is there anything else you would like us to know? The book will come
out this fall; it has chapters on race, gender, queer studies, archival work,
immigrant narratives, poetry, drama, gateway courses, and community
based learning. It is a great entry point to teaching vocation, theorizing
vocation, exploring vocation for all aspects of literary studies.

In Memoriam
PROFESSOR
THOMAS G. GOODMAN

Department at Loras College where he taught for twenty-five years. Bill
once wrote, “I have always been and will always be a teacher, however
and whenever and wherever possible.”

Thomas G. Goodman, 87, died
Thursday, October 22, 2020, at home.

While Bill’s heart was in teaching, his soul was that of a poet. He began
writing poetry as a teenager and did not stop until the last few weeks
of his life. He loved sharing his joy of writing with his students and that
shared joy created wonderful bonds between them. His most loved
form of poetry was Haiku. Bill won the Harold G Henderson Memorial
Award from the Haiku Society of America in 1981,1983 and 1991. His last
submission was published in the Winter 2021 issue of Mayfly.

He was born April 21, 1933, in
Dubuque, the son of Ed and Ann
Goodman. He married Geraldine
M. Hanten on August 17, 1957, at St.
Columbkille Church, Dubuque.
He was Professor Emeritus at Loras
College where he was a faculty
member for 37 years, retiring in 1995.
Surviving are his wife, Geri; a son, Tom (JoAnn) of Dubuque; three
daughters: Teri (Dave) Abbott of St. Paul, MN, and Tori (Dave) Richter and
Cathy of Dubuque; eight grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.
“Good-night, sweet prince; And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest.” —
William Shakespeare, Hamlet

PROFESSOR WILLIAM
(BILL) N. PAULY (‘64)
Obituary Written by
Deborah Pauly
William Nicholas “Bill” Pauly,
78, died February 15, 2021, at his
home in Asbury from Lewy body
dementia.
Bill was born April 20, 1942, to
CN “Nick” and Ruth E. Pauly in
Davenport, IA. The family moved
to Dubuque a few years later. Bill attended Sacred Heart, Loras Academy,
and was in the first graduating class at Wahlert High School. He graduated
from Loras College in 1964 and received his MA degree from the University
of Notre Dame. On July 19, 1974, Bill married Deborah “Deb” Ginter.
Bill was, at heart, a teacher. He taught at St. Procopious Academy in Lisle,
IL, St. Joseph Grade School in Bellevue, IA, and Marquette High School
in Bellevue. While in the Peace Corps, Bill taught for two years in Sierra
Leone, West Africa. Eventually, he made his way back home to the English

walking uneven ground
to tend her grave...
Rememberance Day
- Bill Pauly Bill was an athlete. He played baseball and basketball in high school and
college. He played baseball for the Bellevue Braves in the Prairie League
and basketball in City Recreation . He also enjoyed playing on the faculty/
staff teams at Loras. He was a lifelong fan of the St Louis Cardinals and
University of Iowa basketball.
Bill was a feeder of birds, a pronouncer of words at spelling bees, a lover
of nature and a supporter of liberal causes. He was passionate, kind and
gentle. He was a good friend.
Bill is survived by his wife, Deb, and his brothers, Mike (Karen) of
Urbandale, IA, and Philip (Jean) of Junction City, KS. He is also survived
by his stepsisters, Sue Hird (Ray) Pregler and Mary Ellen (Kevin) Timbs,
his brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law and many nieces and nephews. Bill
also leaves behind many beloved friends, former students, poets and
neighbors.
Bill was preceded in death by his son, Christopher, his parents, his brother,
Larry, his stepmother, Sally, his brother-in-law, Kevin, and his mentor, Fr.
Raymond Roseliep. With a change in pronoun that I’m not sure he would
approve of, I’ll end with this poem.
		snowmelt
			he enters
			
the earth on his knees
With all my love,
Deb
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LORAS ENGLISH MAJORS CAPTURE FOUR
NATIONAL WRITING CONTEST AWARDS

Delta Epsilon Sigma was founded in 1938 at Loras College by The Rev. E.A.
Fitzgerald as a Catholic honor society. As a result, the college became the
first DES chapter in the nation.

SENIOR ENGLISH AWARDS
Congratulations to our Loras College English Program senior award
winners!
Sarah Landerholm won the BauerlyRoseliep Scholarship for best creative
writer and literary scholar;

Laura Iunghuhn (’20), Molly MacDuff (’20) and Caroline Breitbach (’20)
became the latest Loras College students to earn accolades for their
writing in the 2020-21 Delta Epsilon Sigma National Undergraduate Writing
Competition. This is the 28th-consecutive year that at least one Loras
student has received first, second or honorable mention in at least one
category.
“The award-winning writing by Laura, Molly, and Caroline in both creative
and analytical genres is indicative of the stellar quality of Loras English
majors over the years,” Kevin Koch, professor of English, said. “It is both
astounding in one sense and not surprising in another that our English
majors have had a 28-year record of winning writing awards at the
national level. We have been blessed to work with such fine students.”

Sarah, from Rockton, Illinois, wrote
a creative nonfiction thesis titled
“On Recursion,” which looks at the
concept of cyclical time through
personal narrative and cultural studies.
Her Literature Capstone was titled,
“Resistance, Resilience, & Retreat:
Sarah Landerholm
Reading Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony
in Light of Strategic Essentialism.” A key
influence on her Loras English experience, she writes, was “Literature
of Resistance/Oppression course that I took with Dr. Auge in the fall of
2019. The topics and works discussed in that class are among the most
formative and impactful of my English experience at Loras, to the extent
that the final essay that I wrote for that class prompted my Capstone
thesis.” Sarah plans to take a gap year to work before pursuing grad
school. She is currently teaching English at Beloit Catholic High School.
Catherine Seng won the Lehner Award
for Future English Teachers.

Laura Iunghuhn

Molly MacDuff

Caroline Breitbach

Iunghuhn earned a first-place honor in Creative Non-Fiction for her piece,
“County Sligo.” She also netted the top award for her Scholarly Essay
“Graham Greene: Extending the Scholarly Essay Path to Redemption
Through an Anticipation of Vatican II Faith in The Power and the Glory.”
MacDuff’s poem, “Juliet,” claimed second place in the Poetry category.
Breitbach gained an honorable mention in the Fiction category with “A
Real Boy.”
Students submit work each year to Loras College’s undergraduate writing
publication, “The Limestone Review.” Faculty editors choose the best
work in each category for the Alpha Award. Those winners then go on to
compete in the DES writing competition.
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Catherine, from Houston Texas, wrote
a Literature Capstone paper titled
“Confronting the Ideology of Racial
Superiority Through Richard Wright’s
Native Son and Angie Thomas’ The
Hate U Give.” Her favorite Loras English
memory was “the collaboration that
took place with my professors and
Catherine Seng
fellow classmates during the Capstone
process.” Catherine did her Student Teaching
in spring 2021 at Hempstead High School in Dubuque, Iowa.
In Fall 2021 she will begin teaching at Carmen High School in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

LITERATURE CAPSTONE PRESENTATIONS

VITURAL ENGLISH HOMECOMING BREAKFAST

Loras English-Literature seniors presented their Capstone projects inperson and on Zoom on Thursday, November 12.

Masked from left to right are: Dr. Andy Auge, Professor of English; Heather
Whan; Catherine Seng; Sarah Landerholm; Katie Celarek; Ben Colwell;
Ethan Hammerand; Dr. Kevin Koch, Professor of English. Zooming in
on-screen is Dr. Susan Stone, Assoc. Professor of English, who was the
instructor of the Literature Capstone course.

SENIOR CREATIVE THESIS READINGS

This year we were unable to hold our annual Loras College English
Homecoming Breakfast with a featured speaker, so we did the next best
thing and filmed two English alums for a “Virtual English Homecoming
Breakfast.” Our two featured speakers are Brittney Cato (’13), currently a
Chicago attorney, and Shamari Scott (’20), who has completed his English
coursework and is currently Student Teaching.
They share their wisdom and insights about being a Loras English major/
graduate at the following link: https://alumni.loras.edu/EnglishBreakfast.

GUEST AUTHOR AUSTIN SMITH
The Loras College Language
& Literature Department
hosted poet Austin Smith
for a Zoom reading of his
poetry on Thursday, October
22, 2021.

Congratulations to our Loras English: Creative Writing seniors on their
successful public (Zoom) readings from their creative thesis projects this
evening! From the upper right: Ben Conwell, reading from his nonfiction
work “The Women Who Shaped Me”; Lower right: Sarah Landerholm,
reading from her nonfiction work “On Recursion”; and Lower Left: Rose
Gottschalk, reading from her fictional work, “Magic Among Reality.” In the
upper left is the Thesis Seminar Instructor, Dr. Kevin Koch. -- Congrats to
our seniors!

About the Author:
Austin is the author of
two poetry collections:
“Almanac” and “Flyover
Country.” He is a member
of the Black Earth Institute,
a progressive think-tank
dedicated to re-forging
the links between art and
spirit, earth and society.
He teaches at Stanford
University.
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GUEST AUTHOR BRETT BIEBEL

BLACK EARTH INSTITUTE AFFILIATION

This past year the Loras College English Program has begun an affiliation
with the Black Earth Institute, an organization of writers and other artists
“dedicated to re-forging the links between art and spirit, earth and
society.” - As part of this affiliation, Loras English majors and students
from other programs have had the opportunity to intern with the
Institute. So far our Loras interns have been:
Marianne Gleason (‘23), summer 2020 intern at Black Earth Institute,
located at Brigit Rest in rural Black Earth, WI.
Georgia Walter (‘22), also a summer 2020 intern at Brigit Rest.
Jacob Heelein (‘22), currently working remotely from Loras College as an
intern for the Institute.
The Loras College English Department hosted guest author Brett Biebel,
author of “48 Blitz” on April 2, 2021.
Book Synopsis:
Set along the 455 Nebraska miles of Interstate 80, the 48 stories in Brett
Biebel’s debut collection, 48 Blitz, introduce characters who search for
roadkill, play high school football, drink on rooftops, and strive to find
purpose amid the cornfields and humidity of the Great Plains. Whether it’s
the politician on a bowling alley tour, the local loudmouth, or the Husker
diehard slated for execution, the people who make up this collection
struggle with the legacy of the American frontier, its sometimes empty
promises, and often stubborn beauty. By turns experimental and
character-driven, 48 Blitz goes inside the heads of characters not often
seen in literary fiction, inviting readers to immerse themselves within,
rather than fly over, the wide-open Midwestern prairie.
About the Author:
Brett Biebel teaches writing and literature at Augustana College in
Rock Island, IL. His (mostly very) short fiction has appeared in Hobart,
SmokeLong Quarterly, The Masters Review, Emrys Journal, and elsewhere.
48 Blitz, his debut story collection, is available from Split/Lip Press.
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Learn more about Black Earth Institute and its online journal “About
Place” at https://blackearthinstitute.org/

English Faculty Notes
ANDREW AUGE, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
During the pandemic academic year of 2020-21, Dr. Andy Auge taught
following courses among others: Modern Irish Literature and Culture,
Medieval British Literature, Modern Irish/British Poetry, and Literature of
Oppression and Resistance.
Most of these were taught in a hybrid format with some students in
person and others on Zoom. Dr. Auge is looking forward to Zoom-free
classes for the upcoming academic year.
He also completed two chapters for the book Contemporary Irish Poetry
and the Climate Crisis, which he is co-editing. It will be published by
Routledge Press in the Fall of 2021 or Spring of 2022.
The 2021-2022 Academic Year will be Dr. Auge’s last as he is retiring in May
2022.

NAOMI CLARK, PH.D., ASST. PROFESSOR OF
ENGLISH AND DIRECTOR OF THE WRITING CENTER
The conditions of the pandemic focused the majority of my efforts this
year on teaching and supporting students online. Students in my Writing
for New Media class last fall learned about adapting their writing for
online platforms that are constantly changing. They also practiced writing
for genres such as infographics and podcasts. This spring students
in Writing as Social Action studied the work of historical grass roots
community organizers and then developed written materials to support
the work of contemporary social movements. My Engaging Communities
students learned how to conduct archival research about key Loras
historic sites and presented their recommendations for telling the stories
of these sites. Unfortunately, many conferences had to be cancelled in
2020, but the two conferences I attended this spring, the Midwest Writing
Centers Conference and the Conference on College Composition and
Communication, were both online.

WILLIAM JABLONSKY, MFA,
ASSOC. PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH:
Professor William Jablonsky’s third book, a story collection titled Feral
Boy Meets Girl, was published by Unsolicited Press in October 2020, and is
available at all finer online retail outlets. He’s also completed his last year
as faculty advisor for Catfish Creek, which, for the third time in as many
years, has had work included in the plain china best-of-undergraduatewriting anthology. (Dr. James Pollock will be taking over next year.) In
the meantime he’s managed to knock off a few short stories, the first

of which, “Orange Eyes” (about a series of kaiju attacks on a small
Midwestern school) recently appeared in Bourbon Penn. He is currently
trying to whittle down 550 pages of flotsam into 300 pages of gold.

WILLIAM KANYUSIK, PH.D.,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
Dr. Will Kanyusik’s academic year was eventful, and brought with it a new
role for him on campus. In addition to teaching his usual mix of literature
and writing courses, Dr. Kanyusik took over as the Faculty Director of
the Loras College First-Year Experience program. In this role, Kanyusik
will oversee the administration of the First-Year sequence courses for
the next three years. On the academic side, Kanyusik taught sections of
Modern and Contemporary British literature, college writing, the first-year
course Engaging Differences, and the Loras portfolio course. Although Dr.
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English Faculty Notes
Kanyusik taught online for the duration of the 2020-2021 academic year,
he found the experience of teaching in this new environment stimulating
and generative. Dr. Kanyusik published an article entitled “Eugenic
Nostalgia: Self-Narration and Internalized Ableism in Kazuo Ishiguro’s
Never Let Me Go in the Journal of Literary and Cultural Disability Studies,
which is put out by Liverpool University Press. In Summer 2021, Dr,
Kanyusik planned to work towards the publication of his manuscript
“Wounded Visions: Disability and Masculinity in American Narratives of
Self and Conflict,” which examines disability and masculinity in American
literature and film from the post-year periods of the twentieth century.

KEVIN KOCH, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
Dr. Kevin Koch, Professor of English, taught both hybrid and fully online
courses during the 2022-21 academic year. Because fall travel was
restricted, he replaced his usual hikes at the Mississippi River (for his
Mississippi River Lore & Legacy course) with Zoom visits from Mississippi
River Wildlife Refuge and Effigy Mounds directors as well as personnel
from the Mississippi River Museum/Aquarium and a geologist/jazz guest!
This and his Driftless Area and College Writing courses were taught in
hybrid fashion, with some of the students present in the classroom and
some attending on Zoom. But because he felt it would be awkward to
teach workshop courses with half of the students present and half online,
he taught his two sections of Creative Nonfiction Writing fully online. – Dr.
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Koch made final changes to his own creative nonfiction essay on Lake
Itasca (headwaters of the Mississippi River) that will be a chapter in an
upcoming anthology on the Northern Midwest. And he has just begun a
new book project of his own, tentative titled Midwest Bedrock: Seeking the
Center of Nature. Dr. Koch will be on sabbatical this fall as he investigates
iconic nature/cultural sites in each of the twelve Midwestern states as
part of this book project.

JAMES POLLOCK, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF
ENGLISH AND CREATIVE WRITING
James Pollock, Ph.D., Professor of English and Creative Writing, was
awarded the £10,000 Manchester Poetry Prize for 2020 by the Manchester
Writing School at Manchester Metropolitan University in the U.K., for a
group of five poems. He also participated in the Tupelo Press Poetry
Manuscript Conference. A new book of his poems, Durable Goods, is
forthcoming in Fall 2022 from the Signal Editions imprint of Véhicule
Press in Montreal, Canada. Twenty poems from the manuscript have been
published or are forthcoming in journals, including most recently Geist,
Plume, Event, The Walrus, Met Magazine, The Antigonish Review, and The
Humber Literary Review. In addition to serving on the college’s Academic
Council, Dr. Pollock was co-chair this year, with Dr. Kanyusik, of the current
English Program Review. In the fall of 2020, he taught a new Explorations
course in Ancient Greek Literature (in translation).

English Faculty Notes
ERIN VANLANINGHAM, PH.D.,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
Erin VanLaningham: Sabbatical. That is the story of Fall 2020, during
which I edited and contributed to my book Cultivating Vocation in Literary
Studies, forthcoming from Edinburgh University Press. It should come
as no surprise that my chapter was on George Eliot’s Middlemarch. It
was such delight to spend time with vocation scholarship, read various
essays from other contributing writers about how poetry, drama, writing,
archival and community work, and theory all serve as approaches and
opportunities to invite students into vocational discernment. In my role
as the director of the NetVUE Scholarly Resources Project, I have been
collaborating on a podcast entitled Callings: Conversations on College,
Career, and a Life well-lived. My oldest son graduated from high school
in May 2021, both of my boys were playing high school soccer this past
spring which is a joy to watch after it was cancelled last year, and we
headed out on a two-week trip to hike the national parks in Utah in June.

SUSAN STONE, PH.D.,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
Dr. Susan Stone had a wonderful, productive year! She not only taught
some of her favorite literature classes, including the asynchronous
“Native Voices, Native Lives” and synchronous “African American
Literature and Culture” courses, but she also had two essays on the
work of Mary Wilkins Freeman accepted for publication in forthcoming
books. In addition, Dr. Stone was honored to serve as the Guest Editor
for the “Western and Native Literatures” special issue of the journal
Teaching American Literature: A Journal of Theory and Practice (TALTP).
Although she didn’t travel, Susan did have multiple essays accepted for
presentation at regional and national conferences, and she was honored
to present her research on Native American poetry and storytelling both
at the Loras Legacy Symposium and as an invited speaker (for almost 200
guests!) at the Galena Library’s annual “Galena LitFest.” Another honor Dr.
Stone received this spring from the College, one that makes her especially
proud and happy, was that of promotion to Full Professor. She taught in
Summer 2021, and is looking forward to teaching and advising in person
on campus in Fall 2021.
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Alumni Notes

VALORIE (BROADHURST BREYFOGLE)
WOERDEHOFF (’82)
Valorie most recently served as Interim Director of Marketing at Loras
from March - October 2020. Since fully retiring she has seen her longer
poems, micro poetry (haiku), and linked verse published in issues
of Hummingbird Press, Modern Haiku, Frogpond, Autumn Moon, and
Heron’s Nest, and be included in three recently published international
anthologies. Her work appears in the 2021 Snapshot Press Calendar (Great
Britain) and also earned an Honorable Mention in the Morioka (Japan)
International Haiku Contest and the Sharpening the Green Pencil contest
in Romania. Four of her pieces have appeared in recent virtual exhibits of
the Galena Arts Center.
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KATHLEEN KING (‘87)
Associate Professor of Education, North Central College, Naperville, IL.
Completing her Doctorate in Educational Leadership at DePaul University
this year (2021). My son and nephews attend Loras now (Michael King,
Teddy Milazzo, and Jonah Hickey). I just finished Caste, which I highly
recommend. I’m doing research on social emotional learning and
mindfulness as a focus for educator/leader development as well as social
emotional learning’s role in the success of students otherwise labeled
as underperforming. I am a proud mom of five and a foster parent and
encourage fellow Duhawks to consider the role, which has been a gift in
our lives. I grow only more grateful for the wonderful teachers I had along
the way and am a proud Duhawk.

Alumni Notes
EMILY MEIXNER (‘92)
Emily Meixner (‘92) was recently promoted to professor of English at The
College of New Jersey where she works as the Coordinator of the Secondary
English Education program and teaches courses on secondary reading and
writing pedagogy as well as children’s and young adult literature. Her most
recent publications include an article on critical media literacy in middle
grade LGBTQ book clubs (English Journal) and one on multi-modal memoir
writing (Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy).

States District Court for the Northern District of Iowa, 2000 – 2020. Hilary
also owns and operates Studio No. 7 LLC, where she teaches Buti Yoga and
DEEP, offers workshops and retreats, and leads clients in individual guided
healing sessions. Together with her co-creator Melissa Wolken, Hilary has
co-created and published two mantra decks: Marvelous Me My Mantra
Deck and the Sarcastic Soul Self Diversion Deck. These decks can be found
on Etsy (https://www.etsy.com/shop/MarvelousMeLife). After the Derecho
hit Eastern Iowa, Hilary and Melissa also started Marvelous Iowans for a
Marvelous Future. Marvelous Iowans partners with other Iowa non-profits
to bring awareness to their organizations and donation/volunteer needs.

HEATHER JAGMAN (‘92)
Heather Jagman has been elected Vice President/President Elect of the
Illinois Library Association. Her three-year term (Vice President, President,
Past President) begins July 1, 2021 and runs through June 30, 2024. She is
looking forward to working with the board and membership while serving
the profession at the state level. Her first responsibility will be to begin
planning for the 2022 annual association conference, scheduled to be held
in Rosemont, Illinois.

LISA HIGGS (‘97)
Lisa Higgs (97) continued interviewing poets and reviewing poetry
collections for The Adroit Journal, though she found it harder to write
her own poetry with both daughters home in online schooling. She also
virtually co-taught a course for the Poetry Out Loud competition, ran the
Rochester Regional Science and Engineering Fair, and worked with Southeastern
Minnesota Poets on an e-chapbook and event: Bright Light Stories in the Night.

ANGELA WILLITS (‘01)
Angela was promoted to Clinical Associate Professor in the UW-Madison
Sandra Rosenbaum School of Social Work.

BRIAN KALLBACK (‘02)
Brian Kallback (’02) married Maria Anzures on May 15, 2021, in Dubuque, IA.
He is an Assistant Professor of Finance at Loras.

HILARY (HAHN) NAAB (’06)
Hilary has been employed as the Cedar Rapids Branch Librarian for the
U.S. Court of Appeals – Eighth Circuit since November 2009. Hilary and U.S.
District Judge C.J. Williams recently published the History of the United
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Alumni Notes
ALEX MCCARTHY (‘12)
I continue to be the Theatre Director at the Creative Arts Academy of
the Quad Cities. I also teach at Davenport Junior Theatre where I mainly
teach Teen Acting and Playwriting. Nearly all of the plays I direct there
are ones I wrote. This summer I’m considering looking into publishing a
collection of my short scenes for middle school aged students. In March
2020, my wife and I got licensed to become foster parents. We have
had three different placements since becoming licensed, one of whom
is still with us, a baby boy. We got to experience becoming first time
parents to elementary school aged students during a pandemic which
was an adventure no doubt. I look forward to being involved in the local
independent wrestling community as things open back up. Before COVID,
I was on the road nearly every weekend doing shows in Walcott, Moline,
Dubuque, Iowa City, Des Moines, and more. Overall, keeping very busy.

MICHELLE DUTTON (’14)
I’m currently a Spanish Ph.D. Candidate and Spanish Instructor at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. I have a focus on Spanish Applied
Linguistics and a minor in Second Language Acquisition. My dissertation
is focused on speakers of English as a first language who are learning
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Spanish as a second language. I’m exploring how learners’ backgrounds,
identities, imaginations, and issues of access and equity have influenced
(or not influenced) their investment in Spanish and their motivation
to learn the language. I have also had a few opportunities to help with
some really interesting translation projects. Getting my master’s and my
doctorate has been hard work, but teaching and working with Spanish
every day has been incredibly rewarding!

MONICA SHAFFER (‘14)
Monica Shaffer (’14) completed her first year of law school at Mitchell
Hamline School of Law in St. Paul, MN.

CASSIE (BUSCH) BIRD (’17)
Cassie (Busch) Bird has been living and working in Dubuque since
graduating in 2017. She has been with a nonprofit for the past 4 years,
and is the Development Director at Two by Two Character Development,
a social-emotional learning organization. She also enjoys volunteering,
working at a local clothing boutique on the weekends, and raising her
furbabies with her Duhawk husband.

Alumni Notes
ANNA GIRGENTI (‘18)
Currently, I’m traveling through Montana, Idaho, and Utah with an amazing
writer friend I met through Writing Programs in Greece (which Professor
Pollock recommended I participate in after college). I have spent the past
two days in Yellowstone watching the buffalo move to lower altitudes,
drinking and grazing and welcoming spring. I want to sit in silence and listen
to them for hours. Of course, everything here reminds me of the nature
writing essays I read at Loras, and more than ever I feel compelled to write
about nature.
These days I live and work in Chicago as an account executive at RedShelf,
an educational tech company focused on making digital course materials
more accessible and affordable in higher ed. Earth Day this April marks my
two year anniversary at RedShelf.
As for my writing, I’m currently working on an essay about shifting views of
sex and gender during the pandemic, which is in its final draft stage and nearly
ready to be sent out for publication. In the past two years I’ve taken some online
writing classes through the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown (a program
I highly recommend!). The most inspiring and memorable class for me was
Jessica Jacobs’ workshop on writing spiritual poetry; she’s a fountain of wisdom
and I’m forever grateful for her influence on me.
Since graduating from Loras, my poetry has appeared in Mid-American
Review, Cider Press Review, Barnstorm Journal, Gordon Square Review, and
Zone 3 Press.
I still think all the time about my Loras English professors, so much that I
have a glorified (totally unrealistic) vision of myself as a professor in the
future riding my bike through a small western town on my way to teach a
poetry class, a basket of flowers on the front of my bike, mountains and a
river in the distance. Being in out west makes me think that dream is not as
unrealistic as it sounds. Thank you again (and the rest of the English faculty)
for all you do.

ASHLEY (PUDIL) OSBORN (’18)
Ashley jumped into the nonprofit world at the beginning of 2020 after
accepting a new position with United Way of East Central Iowa. In her role
as Content Specialist, Ashley develops and delivers all of United Way’s
communications, messaging, and media relations efforts (which have been
numerous, thanks in part to the pandemic and August 2020 derecho).
Outside of work, she continues to stay involved with her Czech heritage
as a board member for the Czech Heritage Foundation, and photographs
weddings across the Midwest (and country!) with her now husband, Eric
(‘14). Ashley and Eric live in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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